Quick Connectors are designed to simplify connections of LED Tape Light products. Available in different connection types to meet your specific needs. Compatible with LSM15, LSM25, LSM30, LSM45 and LSP50 series.

**HARDWIRE CONNECTOR**
Easy snap-on connection on one side and hardwire on the other (Indoor only).

- LSM-HW3-S10 3" connector
- LSM-HW8-S10 8" connector
- LSM-HW24-S10 24" connector
- LSM-HW60-S10 60" connector
- LSM-HW120-S10 120" connector

**EXTENSION COUPLING**
Easy snap-on connection on both sides (Indoor only).

- LSM-EX3-S10 3" connector
- LSM-EX8-S10 8" connector
- LSM-EX24-S10 24" connector

**MINI COUPLING**
Creates a seamless connection between two LED tape lights. (Indoor only).

- LSM-MC-S10 Mini coupling

**DC POWER ADAPTER**
Creates a snap-on connection on one side and a female dc plug adapter on the other (Indoor only).

- LSM-DC6-S10 6" DC plug adapter

**MAX LOAD:**
- 12V = 24W
- 24V = 48W
TAPE LIGHT ACCESSORIES

Quick Connectors are designed to simplify connections of LED Tape Light products. Available in different connection types to meet your specific needs. Compatible with LSM15, LSM25, LSM30, LSM45 and LSP50 series.

IN-LINE DIMMER
Compatible with any CORE Lighting Hardwire or Plug-in drivers, 12V / 24V

LSA-DIM  In-line dimmer

TAPE LIGHT COVER
Compatible with LED strips up to .4” (10MM) wide. Easy install with adhesive backing.

LSA-PC10-FR48  48” LED strip cover

18AWG WIRE
Standard 18AWG stranded Class 2 wire. UL listed

WYR-18/2-500  500 ft.
WYR-18/2-1000  1000 ft.

MAX LOAD: 2A  12V = 24W
24V = 48W